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We must remove Child Sex Taboo.
and
We must remove the Law which forbid Child Sex.

It's because, 

Child Sex Taboo.
and
the Law which forbid Child Sex.

they kill the Children.

In our society,
"child for sexual stimulation" is regarded as Taboo.
and, 
"child for sexual stimulation" is regarded as Child sexual abuse.

●Taboo
>Sex between adults and children has been a societal taboo so strong
http://come-and-hear.com/editor/ca-newhouse/index.html
>Controversial Studies Push Change in Society's View of Pedophilia

●Child sexual abuse
>Child sexual abuse or child molestation is a form of child abuse in which an adult or older adolescent uses a child for sexual stimulation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_sexual_abuse
>Child sexual abuse - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

>Laws against child sexual abuse vary by country based on the local definition of who is a child and what constitutes child sexual abuse. Most 
countries in the world employ some form of age of consent, with sexual contact with an underage person being criminally penalized. As the age of 
consent to sexual behaviour varies from country to country, so too do definitions of child sexual abuse.[1] An adult's sexual intercourse with a minor 
below the legal age of consent may sometimes be referred to as statutory rape,[2][3] based on the principle that any apparent consent by a minor could
not be considered legal consent.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_regarding_child_sexual_abuse
>Laws regarding child sexual abuse - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

but,I think, 

Child Sex is natural.

Human beings to express the secondary sexual characteristics in children age of around 10 years of 
age.
Does that mean, 
Human beings is a LIFE which start reproduction since childhood of around 10 years old.
So, 

Child Sex is natural.

But, forbid Child Sex, by Law.
Unnatural

I think, our society just only CHILD SEX calls Child sexual abuse.
I think, "Child sexual abuse".is just only LABEL for Negative campaign against CHILD SEX.

inversely, I think, 
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Child Sex Taboo is Child sexual abuse.
and
the Law which forbid Child Sex is Child sexual abuse.

Now, in this case.

>Maddy Middleton was lured, raped and killed, authorities say
>By Michael E. Miller July 30 Follow @MikeMillerDC 
>The freckled 8-year-old disappeared on Sunday afternoon, spurring a massive manhunt that scoured all of Santa Cruz, Calif.
>On Monday night, however, police discovered the girl’s body hidden in a recycling bin inside the same apartment building from which she went 
missing.
>Residents of the Tannery Arts Center — a progressive and highly praised Santa Cruz artist colony — were doubly shocked when police arrested one 
of their own for the crime: 15-year-old Adrian Jerry “A.J.” Gonzalez.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/07/30/maddy-middleton-was-lured-to-her-death-with-ice-cream-according-to-report/
>Maddy Middleton was lured, raped and killed, authorities say - The Washington Post

According to report、neighbor says about this criminal “He’s just like a normal kid,”.

>Gonzalez had worked as a counselor at the Tannery, according to the San Jose Mercury News. Photos show him proudly demonstrating his yo-yo 
tricks.
>“We love this guy. All of us, if you ask us what you think of him, we’d tell you he’s an outstanding kid,” Cartabiano told The Post. “He was our 
poster child.”
>“He’s just like a normal kid,” another neighbor, Riley McShane, told KPIX. “He hangs out on the levee with other normal kids and plays with his 
yo-yo all day long. He doesn’t really strike any chords as being a baby killer.”
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/07/30/maddy-middleton-was-lured-to-her-death-with-ice-cream-according-to-report/
>Maddy Middleton was lured, raped and killed, authorities say - The Washington Post

What changed “He’s just like a normal kid,”?
What made him commit crime?

Isn't it Child Sex Taboo?
and
Isn't it Laws regarding child sexual abuse?

Isn't this incident a result forbid Child Sex by law?
Though Child Sex is natural, forbid Child Sex by law.
Isn't this cornered him?

Doesn't Child Sex Taboo killed her?
and
Doesn't Laws regarding child sexual abuse killed her?

Child Sex Taboo kills child.
and
Laws regarding child sexual abuse kills child.

We must save the children.

For the purpose of it, 

We must Remove Child Sex Taboo.
and
We must Remove Laws regarding child sexual abuse.

Remove Child Sex Taboo.
and
Remove Laws regarding child sexual abuse.



Now, I name above movement as follow.
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